Anomalies in decision over time (e.g., "hyperbolic time discounting") and under risk (e.g., Allais paradox and hyperbolic probability discounting) have been attracting attention in behavioral and neuroeconomics. We have proposed that psychophysical time commonly explains anomalies in both decisions (Takahashi, 2011, Physica A; Takahashi et al., 2012, J Behav Econ & Finance). By adopting the q-exponential time and probability discounting models, our psychophysical and behavioral economic experiment confirmed that nonlinear distortion of psychophysical time is a common cause of the anomalies in decision both over time and under risk (i.e., intertemporal choice and decision under risk). Implications for psychophysical neuroeconomics and econophysics are discussed.
Introduction

Hyperbolic Discounting of Delayed and Probabilistic Rewards
The relationship between decision over time and under risk has been of question in many areas such as decision theory, neuroeconomics and neuroscience [1] [2] [3] . Time discounting refers to the behavioral tendency of devaluating delayed rewards. Abundant empirical studies documented that people temporally discount rewards in a hyperbolic manner [4] :
where k is the degree of impulsivity at t = 0. According to Rachlin and colleagues (1991) , time discounting underlies people's behavioral tendency to gamble whereby the probability (p) of wining repeated gambles can be converted to odds against (O) = 1/p − 1, which is the average number of trials until a win. The probability discounting was found to be in a hyperbolic form in terms of "odds-against" which corresponds to waiting time in repeated gambles [4] . Hence the hyperbolic probability discounting function is
where k is the degree to which the uncertain reward is discounted.
Time Inconsistency and Psychophysical Time
The normative economic theory assumes time consistency, which is described by an exponential time discount function [5] :
where time discount rate is constant (i.e.
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In contrast, the hyperbolic time discounting leads to time inconsistent choice (i.e. decreasing impatience), which violates the normative model [6] .
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In order to solve time inconsistency, Takahashi (2005) [7] has introduced nonlinear psychophysical time into the time discount function. According to Weber-Fechner law, psychophysical time function evaluated by physical time is logarithmic:
where α and β are free parameters. Thus the time discount model with logarithmic psychophysical time is as follows:
where k is the degree of discounting in exponential discounting in terms of psychophysical time  . Therefore, introducing logarithmic psychophysical time (Equation (4)) into the time discount function (Equation (2)) can express a hyperbola-like function (Equation (5)). [8] empirically demonstrated that when logarithmic psychophysical time was introduced into the time discounting model, the functional form of time discount model was closer to exponential than hyperbolic, supporting Takahashi's logarithmic time perception theory of non-exponential discounting [7, 9] .
Decision under Risk and Psychophysical Time
In game theory, von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) [10] proposed the normative model for decision under risk (i.e., expected utility theory). This theory is based on the assumption of the "independence axiom". However, compelling experimental data in behavioral economics showed that people's decision under risk violate such an assumption, which is modeled with nonlinear probability weighting functions in prospect theory [11] . The hyperbolic probability discounting model in behavioral psychology indicates that people over-devaluate likely (i.e., more immediate in repeated gambles) outcomes and under-devaluate unlikely (i.e., more delayed in repeated gambles) ones, which is in line with probability weighting function in prospect theory. Therefore, the hyperbolic probability discounting also represents the anomaly in decision under risk reported in behavioral economics, namely Allais' paradox. We can now consider our possible common psychophysical accounts across intertemporal and probabilistic choices [2, 3] . If time discounting and probability discounting share the common underlying mechanism of waiting time until the rewards, it is possible that anomalies in decision under risk may also be related to nonlinear psychophysical effect of subjective waiting time in (virtual) repeated gambles. Given that psychophysical time for delayed outcome is nonlinear, we may conjecture that psychological time for waiting an uncertain outcome (in repeated gambles) may also be in a logarithmic form:
where α and β are free parameters. Then we have a probability discount function with logarithmic waiting time for the uncertain outcome as
This formula can express hyperbola-like probability discount functions. Hence it is to be conjectured that by introducing nonlinear psychophysical time of uncertain rewards into the probability discounting models, we can also rationalize (i.e. "exponentialize") the functional form of probability discounting.
The q-Exponential Discount Model for Decision over Time and under Risk
In econophysics and behavioral biophysics, the q-exponential discount function based on Tsallis' non-extensive thermostatistics [12, 13] was proposed to generalize the functional form of intertemporal choice [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] . The q-exponential time-discount function is:
where q is a free parameter. It can express both an exponential function (q→1) and a hyperbolic function (q = 0). By considering the similarity between time and probability discounting behaviors, Takahashi (2007) [18] proposed the following q-exponential probability function:
which has experimentally been verified [19] . The main objective of our current study is to empirically examine our theory that anomalies in decision over time and under risk can commonly be explained by nonlinearity of psychophysical time. If our theory is correct, the consideration of nonlinearity in subjective time for delayed outcome and uncertain outcome can rationalize ("exponentialize") functional forms of both time and probability discounting. We hypothesize that 1) both time discounting and probability discounting are in non-exponential forms in terms of physical time; 2) psychophysical time for real and virtual delays in waiting for delayed and uncertain rewards, respectively, are both in nonlinear forms; and 3) both time discounting and probability discounting are less deviated from the normative models (i.e. closer to exponential form) once psychophysical time is introduced into the models for time and probability discounting.
Open Access AM 2) Procedure: We asked participants to perform paper-pencil tasks of time discounting and probability discounting (Takahashi, 2007) . They were asked to indicate the choice between a hypothetical 100,000 yen reward available with seven delays (1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 month, 1 year, 5 years, 25 years) or seven probabilities (95%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%, 5%) and a certain reward of various amounts (from 0 yen -100,000 yen) available immediately. It is to be noted that the corresponding seven odds against values were calculated, by the experimenters (not by the participants) for data analysis with the definition of odds against = 1/probability − 1, from the presented seven probabilities (95%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%, 5%). In other words, odds against was not presented for participants.
For time perception tasks, they were asked to draw line on a 180 mm scale to indicate the length of psychological time until receiving delayed reward (e.g. "For how long do you feel you should wait until you receive the 100,000 yen 1 year later", corresponding to psychophysical time) and uncertain reward (e.g. "For how long do you feel you should wait until you win 100,000 yen with probability of 50% in repeated gambles", corresponding to subjective odds against).
Discounting data were analyzed as in our previous studies on temporal and probability discounting to determine the temporal and probability discount curves [8, 15, 19, 20] . Briefly, we fist draw time and probability discount curves with physical (i.e., objective) time and odds against (i.e., t and O), respectively. Next, we draw the time and probability discounting with subjective (psychophysical) time and odds against (i.e., and
, respectively. It is to be noted that this study is the first to measure subjective odds against (i.e., psychophysical waiting time in repeated gambles).
We used AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) to compare the fitness of the model, where the smaller values indicate the better fitness (tradeoff between overfitting and poor fitting).
Result
First, our study confirmed that both time discounting and probability discounting with physical time and objective odds against (:= 1/p − 1, proportional to waiting time in virtual repeated gambles) were both in non-exponential forms, consistent with previous studies [19, 21, 22] . Namely, we fitted exponential, hyperbolic and q-exponential function to both discounting behaviors. The result of model fitness indicates that q-exponential function fitted the behavioral data best (for time discounting see Table 1 and Figure 1(a) ; probability discounting, Table 1 and Figure  2(a) ). Furthermore, for both temporal and probability discount functions, parameter q was closer to 0 than to 1 indicating both functional forms were "hyperbolic", rather than exponential (see Table 1 ).
Moreover, we also found that both psychophysical time for delayed outcome (subjective delay) and uncertain outcome (subjective odds against) were in a nonlinear form. Note again that waiting time in virtual repeated gambles in probability discounting is mentioned as "odds Table 1 . Parameters and AIC for time discounting and probability discounting of physical time and probability. The q-exponential model best fitted for both objective time and probability discounting. Time and probability discounting was hyperbolic rather than exponential, when physical time and odds against were utilized. 
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   in addition to the log function to compare the fitness of the model. The results showed that the log function best fitted the data for both psychophysical time for delayed and uncertain rewards (for subjective time see Table 2 and Figure 1(b) ; for subjective odds against see Table 2 and Figure 2(b) ), indicating that psychophysical time is logarithmic irrespective of the types of the decisions (i.e., decision over time and under risk). This study is the first to confirm that psychophysical time is commonly logarithmic across decisions under risk and over time.
Finally, we demonstrated that the functional form of time discounting and probability discounting were both closer to an exponential function (than simple hyperbolic function) after we introduced psychophysical time (Equation (4)) and subjective odds against (Equation (5)) for delayed and uncertain rewards respectively. The results of AIC again revealed that the q-exponential function fitted both types of discounting behaviors (see Table 3 ). In contrast to the discount functions with objective time and objective odds against, when psychophysical measurements were used to incorporate subjective time and psychophysical odds against, the parameter q were closer to 1 rather than 0 for time discounting with subjective time and probability discounting with subjective odds against (see Table 3 and Figures 1(c) and 2(c) ). This confirmed our theory in psychophysical neuroeconomics that nonlinear psychophysical time can rationalize (i.e. "exponentialize") both time discount and probability discount functions, indicating that anomalies in both intertemporal and probabilistic choices may result from nonlinearity of psychophysical time in decision over time (subjective delay) and under risk (subjective odds against).
Discussion
The common time-perception account of anomalies in decision over time and under risk in psychophysical neuroeconomics [2, 3, 7, 9, 16] has, for the first time, been confirmed in the present experimental study. Our current study has adopted the perspective of psychophysical law of time perception to account for those anomalies. Therefore, it can be speculated that common neural informa- The q-exponential model best fitted for both objective time and probability discounting. Time and probability discounting was exponential rather than hyperbolic, when psychophysical (subjective) time and odds against were utilized. tion processing may cause the anomalies in intertemporal choice and under risk, which should be investigated in future studies in behavioral neuroeconomics. Furthermore, studies in quantum decision theory [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] which utilize quantum probability theory for modeling human probability judgment and probabilistic choice, should consider the psychophysical equivalence of time and probability, which was confirmed in the current study. Also, cultural differences in these psychophysical processing should be investigated in order to resolve the cause of cultural differences in economic decision making and perception of economic growth [30, 31] .
